
LEARN TO PLAY

SOCCER FOR FREE!

~ I N T O  T H E  N E T  S O C C E R  ~

I M P A C T  Y O U T H  C L U B

Our coaches are experienced soccer

players who want to provide an inclusive

experience for you

SIGN UP NOW BY SCANNING

THIS QR CODE !  



Our mission at Into the Net Soccer Program is

to teach technical skills to kids in the Princeton

and Trenton area of New Jersey who show a

strong passion for soccer. We hope to teach

them soccer skills we've learned in top clubs

across the state such as the Princeton Soccer

Association, MatchFit Academy, and the

Olympic Development Program. We want to

bring the skills we've learned through our

experience to all kids who want to play soccer,

at no cost to them. We realize that top soccer

clubs can be expensive and we would like to give

back to our community by sharing our skills and

making this an inclusive experience for kids

between kindergarten until the age of 10. We

look forward to spreading our love for the

sport! 

 

OUR MISSION

We are located in Princeton Area. If you have any questions, please email

us at sophia.zhou@impact-usa.org 



Our lessons are completely free! Students

below the age of 10 can experience our

programs to the fullest extent! 

At no cost to you!

HELPING YOU IMPROVE

We are located in Princeton Area. If you have any questions, please email

us at sophia.zhou@impact-usa.org

Our lessons are taught by soccer players with

many years of experience that play for top clubs

across the state. 

 

Coached by experienced players

Players will have the full attention of our

coaches (Miranda and Sophia) so that all

players maximize their skill potential!   

 

Small Player to Coach ratio

Our practices take place in a fun and inclusive

learning environment. Everyone is welcome.

No prior soccer experience is necessary. Our

coaches also speak various languages 

Fun, inclusive environment



We are located in Princeton Area. If you have any questions, please email

us at sophia.zhou@impact-usa.org

Hi, I'm Sophia! I'm a rising freshman at Princeton Day

School, and have been playing soccer since I was 5. Since I

was little, I have had the opportunities to continually

develop my technical skillsets with different coaches and

in different soccer programs. Miranda and I used to be

teammates at PSA Elite. I currently play for Matchfit

Mercer U15 Team . Soccer has always been my passion

throughout elementary school and middle school. As I

progress to high-school, I hope to be able to spread some

of my knowledge and experience to younger players from

diverse backgrounds.

Sophia Zhou, Co-leader 

WHO WE ARE

Miranda De Olden, Co-leader 
 

Hi, I'm Miranda! I am 14 years old and go to Princeton Charter School. I

started playing soccer when I was in grade school locally in the development

program of the Princeton Soccer Academy. Currently, I play for the Elite PSA

U15 team. I was also selected to play for the Olympic Development Program

(ODP) and I play for the State Team of New Jersey. Throughout my journey, I

have grown as a player and learned new skills and techniques from a variety of

coaches and programs including the Nike Vogelsinger Soccer Academy, the

Players Development Academy Camp (PDA North), Pennington School Soccer

Camp, and the Princeton University Soccer ID Camp. Through my experience

in private clubs in the area, I noticed that there are very few girls from

underrepresented groups. As a Latina, and daughter of immigrants, I realized

that I wanted to change that by making this sport a more inclusive experience

for diverse players. I hope this program can help communities of kids from

diverse backgrounds who want to learn soccer skills and techniques at no cost

to their families!

 

 

Become a volunteer!


